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Learning Adventure

Hawks - Cyclic Patterns (Music Express 5)

Key Vocabulary

Reading around the topic
BBC Bitesize https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z2xbgk7/revision/3

Word
bars

beat

chord

duet

dynamics

harmony

Definition
The way in which
written music is
divided up (a bit like
musical sentences).
The steady timing in a
piece of music (what
you might clap along
to). Also see pulse.
Three or more notes
(pitches) played
together at the same
time.
A piece of music or
song that is
performed by two
people.
The loudness or
softness at which
musicians play a
section or piece of
music.
Two or more notes
(pitches) played or
sung together.

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=traditional+djembe+drummer&docid=608042553462227600&mid=12B8B861F11AEE0E1AAD1
-Traditional Djembele Drummer

Key Learning:
▪
▪
▪

Play untuned (percussion) instruments with control and rhythmic accuracy.
Improvise and develop rhythmic and melodic material when performing.
Explore, choose, combine and organise musical ideas within musical structures.

▪

Perform rhythmic patterns and ostinati (repeated melody lines).

▪
▪

Create rhythmic patterns including silences and notate.
Identify the differences between fast and slow tempos.

▪

Understand the process by which a round (one melody, sung/played by groups starting at different times e.g. ‘London’s Burning’) works.
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improvisation When a piece, or a
part of a piece, of
music is made up on
the spot by one or
more musicians.
melody
A sequence of notes
(a tune).
pitch
Pitch is how high or
low a sound is.
pulse The steady beat
in a piece of music
(what you might clap
along to) can be
referred to as the
pulse.
rhythm
A pattern of long and
short notes (like the
pattern of words in
a song).
round
A song which can be
sung by 2+ where one
group starts off and
the next group start
the same song a bit
later
tempo
The speed at which a
piece or section of
music is played.
texture
The way different
elements of music are
layered together.
timbre
The character or
sound quality of a
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note. Different
musical instruments
have different
timbres.
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